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When we first heard about chessboxing*, we were immediately excited to give it a try. We quickly realized, however, that our feeble
chess prowess and nonexistent boxing skills would pose significant obstacles to our success.
Changing tack, we decided to stick to our core strengths, and developed puzzle chessboxing. In this exciting new sport, participants
solve puzzles within the confines of a combined chessboard / boxing ring, as depicted above. Surely this would take the world by
storm, and make us filthy rich in the process!
In our version of chessboxing, there are six puzzle rounds (listed below), which can be completed in any order. Each will yield a
single common word as a final answer (which will not be related to chessboxing or to the puzzle’s theme). When you’ve completed a
puzzle, write its answer in the corresponding answer blank.
The BERRY QUEEN’s Rules

_________________

The BISHOP’s CROSS

_________________

By HOOK or by ROOK

_________________

DON KING, Promoter

_________________

KNIGHTs of the ROUND Table

_________________

PAWNing a RING

_________________

(The capitalized keywords associating the puzzles with chess and boxing will become relevant later and can be ignored for now.)
When you’ve completed all six rounds, show your results to the referee, who will give you further instructions.
Lace your gloves, start your clocks, and begin!

*

This is totally a real thing.

PAWNing a RING
Unfortunately, chessboxing turned out to be less lucrative than we had hoped. To misquote Paul Simon, we wished we had a ring so we could
hock it. Alas, the pawnbroker was not interested in our chessboxing belt. Fortunately, right next to the pawnshop was Wally’s Word Swap.
Starting with our BELT and following the arrows, we made trades to form a ring, which we were then able to pawn. Problem solved!
The small, medium and large bold squares indicate 3, 4, and 5-letter words, respectively. When trading between words of the same size,
change a single letter. When trading between words of different sizes, add or delete a single letter from any position.
The clues below are in arbitrary order. The “gem” of the ring is unclued, and is your final answer.
Belonging to me
Crush (e.g. spuds) into pulp
Location, or dog’s name
Egg-based condiment
Jesus’ mom
Tar-producing conifer

Flying mammal
Wrestling surface
Study of numbers etc.
Heat until liquid
Rhythm
Idiot

Dash’s counterpart
Backbone
Red planet
Digger for ores
Shed feathers
Rotate

BELT

Head of a city
Expectorate
Grassy wetland
“Magic brownie” ingredient
Estate house
Spring month

KNIGHTs of the ROUND Table
Chessboxing is hardly the first endeavor which seeks those superior in both brains and brawn. As with so many things, King Arthur
got there first.
Sixteen knights are about to be seated at the Round Table (or so we hear). Solve each clue, and place each resulting knight in the
square indicated by the adjacent arrow. Each numbered square in the inner circle will be pointed to by two knights, whose names
(ignoring their titles) have exactly one letter in common; place that letter in the square.
When you are finished, the inner squares, read in numerical order, will provide your answer.
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Creature in
Eden

Dreamlike

Absolutely sure

Disease of the
liver

Questionnaire

6

Related to the ______ of the
brain
fittest

5

One who
hangs ten

Shaped like
the Round
Table

Conjecture

The BISHOP’s CROSS
A boxer may have a wicked left cross, but a bishop knows the real power of the cross.
Each row and column contains two words, clued in order on the next page. In some squares, however, the two intersecting letters do
not match. Each of those squares is at the nexus of a cross shaped and oriented like the one outlined in the grid (the others are up
to you to find). Toss out both of the conflicting letters and replace them with one that will form a single common seven-letter word in
the cross, reading across and then down. Those replacement letters, read in order, will spell out the answer word.
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ACROSS

1 National language of Pakistan
“Gotcha” (2 wds.)
2 Companion of Crackle and Pop
Null and _______

DOWN

A Like some cars
Hunter or soldier’s garb
B Hamlet or Lady Macbeth, e.g.
First person in Genesis

3 Shade-giving tree

C Project for a beaver

Window ledges

Crystal of snow

4 Remove condensation, as from a windshield
Coloring for cloth or hair
5 Baseball Hall-of-Famer Ripken
Carouse
6 Combines two and two, say
Violent civil unrest
7 Type of shark
Halloween accessory
8 Portents
Summer sign

D Company known for its brown trucks
Filmmaker Welles
E Greenery seen on some old buildings
Disease-causing microorganisms
F Utterance at the climax of an auction
Small sealable container for liquid
G Slippery, like a moray
“So what ______ is new?”
H Famed Detroit flop
Boxing result

By HOOK or by ROOK
If you say the words hook and rook carefully, you’ll notice that they rhyme! Not only that, but there are other words that rhyme with
those: “book”, for example!
In the chessboxing ring below are sixteen sets of three images, in which the images in each set depict words which all rhyme with
each other. Each set will form three corners of a rectangle aligned with the grid. At the fourth corner will be an item which does not
rhyme. Circle this item.
When you’ve found all sixteen sets, read the first letters of the circled items in order. Follow the instructions these give you to obtain
your final (10-letter) answer.

The BERRY QUEEN’s Rules
The rules for moving a chess queen make her far too powerful, while the Marquess of Queensberry Rules that govern boxing are far too
restrictive. That’s why chessboxing adheres to the Berry Queen’s Rules, which are outlined on the following page.
Start your queen on the square marked START, facing in the direction of the arrow, and follow the rules on the next page. When you arrive at
the square marked END, the answer word will be revealed on the chessboxing board.
NB: In the Berry Queen’s Rules, any references to “right” or “left” refer to the position of your queen on the board, in the direction she’s
currently facing. They do not refer to your own “right” and “left.”
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RULES
1. Unless another rule supersedes, move forward three spaces and stop.
2. Whenever you enter or land on a square containing two words or pictures, consider only the first one you encounter. Ignore the
second one.
3. If a single full move (as described in Rule 1) causes you to encounter three consecutive words that all begin with the same letter,
teleport immediately to the first empty square in the direction you’re facing. Write that initial letter in the square. Do not turn.
4. Whenever you land on a picture at the end of a complete full move (as described in Rule 1), teleport immediately to the square
containing the name of the item in the picture. Remain facing in the same direction as before the teleport. (Please note: Teleportation
between words and pictures does not work in the opposite direction.)
5. Whenever you encounter the name of a color, stop moving immediately and make a quarter-turn to the left.
6. Whenever you encounter the name of a whole number, stop moving immediately and make a quarter-turn to the right.
7. Whenever you encounter an empty square (except when teleporting as per Rule 3), stop moving immediately. Turn to face whichever
word in the orthogonally adjacent squares comes first alphabetically (ignore any pictures). Write the initial letter of that word in the
square you’re occupying.
8. Whenever you encounter the name of a world capital, stop moving immediately. Find the first square in the direction you’re facing
that contains a single letter, and circle it. Do not turn.
9. Whenever you encounter the name of a country, stop moving immediately. Look to your left, note the word in the adjacent square, then
write the successor to that word in the closest empty square to your left. Do not turn.
10. Whenever you encounter the name of a U.S. state, stop moving immediately. Look to your right, note the word in the adjacent square,
then write the predecessor to that word in the closest empty square to your right. Do not turn.

DON KING, Promoter
As an expert promoter, Don King understands that the keys to being promoted are personal growth and getting along with your superiors.
Each of the letter pairs in the left-hand column must follow a path of promotion to the far end of the board, first developing into measly two-letter words,
then growing by one letter at each step along the way, with the assistance of helpful “mentors”.
For each of the circled pairs, find the correct mentor in the second column according to the rule given at the top. Apply that rule to get a two-letter word, and
write it in the square directly below the mentor, as indicated by the arrow. Starting with those two-letter words, continue to the next column, applying the
rule to yield three-letter words, and so on. The initial letters of the circled words in the final column will spell your answer.
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INDONESIA

AQUADROME

COMRADE

BYLAW

CAMELLIA

BONFIRES

CANOPY

(2 letters)

(3 letters)

(4 letters)

(5 letters)

(6 letters)

(7 letters)

(8 letters)

JAMBOREE

BIANNUAL

COUGH UP

JUICY

CUSTARDY

FOXHOLES

LAUNCH

(2 letters)

(3 letters)

(4 letters)

(5 letters)

(6 letters)

(7 letters)

(8 letters)

RESORTING

CASSIOPEIA

DISPONE

PRAWN

EXEMPLAR

GRINDING

RAVAGE

(2 letters)

(3 letters)

(4 letters)

(5 letters)

(6 letters)

(7 letters)

(8 letters)

VIRGINIA

HOURGLASS

FINABLE

RAJAH

SECRETLY

GRUMBLES

TRYING

(2 letters)

(3 letters)

(4 letters)

(5 letters)

(6 letters)

(7 letters)

(8 letters)
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R

Next Big Thing
We have to admit, our efforts at turning puzzle chessboxing into a worldwide craze aren’t quite panning out. We’re sure the concept is sound,
but chess and boxing just don’t seem to be the right two things to combine. It’s time to find the real puzzle goldmine by considering other
combinations of things.
The grid below is divided by dotted lines into six irregular regions. Each region contains three squares which match three squares in one of
the six puzzle rounds, with regard to both content (though they are not identical!) and their locations in the grid.
When you’ve identified the puzzle corresponding to a region, place the two bold keywords from that puzzle’s title, plus its final answer, in the
region’s three blank squares, such that each one forms at least one common word or phrase when paired with a neighbor (not necessarily in
the same region). These words and phrases will always read left to right or top to bottom.
When you’ve filled all 18 blanks, identify all adjacent pairs of items in the grid which combine in the same fashion, and for each pair draw a
colored line dividing the two pieces, from one corner of a square to another. There will be 38 such lines; 34 of them follow edges, while four
divide a single square along a diagonal.
When you’ve drawn all the lines, read the result from (approximately) top to bottom and left to right, to discover our next venture.
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